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Institute for Atomic Physics, Bucharest [4] . The single particle resonance case is described by the R matrix where K is the hamiltonian of the system, split into (Ko : single particle hamiltonian ; V : direct interaction potential), and (Qa : channel wave functions ; Mp : radial wave function of a set of single particle states of nucleon, defined for the potential Vo of the hamiltonian Jeo = T + Vo, subject to given boundary conditions). and assuming in the n-channel only a p single particle resonance, it results for RI and R matrices R °aa : monoton energy terms;
An identical result could be obtained by using Wigner procedure to include direct reactions in R-matrix formalism [2] . At [5] . Also the most experience, is that an observable threshold phenosignificant experimental data from low-energy nuclear menon requires a resonance at the threshold of the physics are connected with a resonance at the threshold opening channel : a narrow compound nucleus one of the new n-channel [6] .
for s-waves and a single particle one and direct The conclusion, which seems to be supported by interaction effects for p-waves.
